Memo

To: Executive Deans, CPDC AVC, CDPC Chiefs, CPDC Planners, SRB Members

From: Thomas Kennedy

Date: 6/28/2005

Re: NEW Seismic Review Board Peer Review Campus Assignments

The seismic peer reviewer campus assignments are being changed on several campuses. The new assignments are designed to provide timely, knowledgeable, reviews systemwide and is being done to take advantage of the expertise of our two new board members and to re-balance workloads. The new campus assignments were made based on Seismic Review Board recommendations. These recommendations considered campus conditions, peer reviewer campus knowledge, and geographic proximity, and other assignments.

The assigned peer reviewer as originally authorized will complete current seismic peer reviews in progress. New Peer Review Service Order Authorizations should be issued according to the enclosed new assignment list. The Seismic Policy has also been updated to reflect these new assignments. http://www.calstate.edu/cpdc/ae/seismic_contracts.shtml

Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding these changes.

TMK

Appendix C, CSU Seismic Policy (page 20 of web based PDF)
Attachment C
Assigned Peer Reviewers
The following peer reviewers are assigned for the respective campuses and associated locations. All peer reviews for the indicated campuses or their off campus locations are to be performed by the named individuals or their designees. For other locations the Seismic Review Board will assign the peer reviewer.

Campus Principal Peer Reviewer
Bakersfield Gregg Brandow
California Maritime Academy Charles Thiel
Chancellor’s Office Svend-Nielsen John Martin
Channel Islands Gregg Brandow John Martin
Chico Theodore Zsutty Niewiaroski
Contra Costa Theodore Zsutty Niewiaroski
Dominquez Hills Svend Nielsen
Fresno Gregg Brandow
Fullerton John A. Martin Jr.
Hayward-East Bay Theodore Zsutty Niewiaroski
Humboldt Charles Thiel
Humboldt- Trinidad Charles Thiel
Long Beach Gregg Brandow
Los Angeles Svend Nielsen
Monterey Bay-East Campus Theodore Zsutty
Monterey Bay- West Campus Theodore Zsutty
Moss Landing Marine Laboratory Theodore Zsutty
Northridge Svend-Nielsen Sabol
Pomona John A. Martin Jr.
Sacramento Theodore Zsutty
San Bernardino John A. Martin Jr.
San Bernardino-Palm Desert John A. Martin, Jr.
San Diego John A.-Martin Jr. Brandow
San Diego-Brawley John A.-Martin, Jr. Brandow
San Diego-Calexico John A.-Martin Jr. Brandow
San Francisco Charles Thiel
San Francisco-Tiburon Charles Thiel
San Jose Theodore Zsutty
San Jose South Campus Theodore Zsutty
San Luis Obispo Gregg Brandow Sabol
San Marcos John A.-Martin Jr. Sabol
Sonoma Charles-Thiel Niewiaroski
Sonoma-Los Gálticos Charles-Thiel Niewiaroski
Stanislaus Gregg Brandow Niewiaroski
Stanislaus-Stockton Gregg Brandow Niewiaroski

In addition, for investigations that are undertaken specifically to investigate the occurrence of geologic and geotechnical seismic hazards (e.g., faulting, liquefaction, landsliding), John Egan shall be the peer reviewer for all locations within the CSU system.